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Resource disaggregation offers a cost effective solution to resource scaling, utilization, and failure-handling
in data centers by physically separating hardware devices in a server. Servers are architected as pools of
processor, memory, and storage devices, organized as independent failure-isolated components interconnected
by a high-bandwidth network. A critical challenge, however, is the high performance penalty of accessing
data from a remote memory module over the network. Addressing this challenge is difficult as disaggregated
systems have high runtime variability in network latencies/bandwidth, and page migration can significantly
delay critical path cache line accesses in other pages.

This paper conducts a characterization analysis on different data movement strategies in fully disaggregated
systems, evaluates their performance overheads in a variety of workloads, and introduces DaeMon, the first
software-transparent mechanism to significantly alleviate data movement overheads in fully disaggregated
systems. First, to enable scalability to multiple hardware components in the system, we enhance each compute
and memory unit with specialized engines that transparently handle data migrations. Second, to achieve high
performance and provide robustness across various network, architecture and application characteristics, we
implement a synergistic approach of bandwidth partitioning, link compression, decoupled data movement
of multiple granularities, and adaptive granularity selection in data movements. We evaluate DaeMon in
a wide variety of workloads at different network and architecture configurations using a state-of-the-art
simulator. DaeMon improves system performance and data access costs by 2.39× and 3.06×, respectively, over
the widely-adopted approach of moving data at page granularity.

Key Words: data movement, data access, memory access, hardware support, hardware mechanism, high
performance, memory systems, memory disaggregation, resource disaggregation, disaggregated systems,
workload characterization, benchmarking, performance characterization

1 Introduction
With recent advances in network technologies [33, 42, 64, 80, 81] that enable high bandwidth
networks, resource disaggregation [33, 88] has emerged as a promising technology for data cen-
ters [16, 33, 34, 38, 55, 88, 95]. Resource disaggregation proposes the physical separation of hardware
devices (CPU, accelerator, memory, and disk) in a server as independent and failure-isolated com-
ponents connected over a high-bandwidth network such as RDMA [64] and Gen-Z [81]. Compared
to monolithic servers that tightly integrate these components (Figure 1a), disaggregated systems
can greatly improve resource utilization, as memory/storage components can be shared across
applications; resource scaling, as hardware components can be flexibly added, removed, or upgraded;
and failure handling, as the entire server does not need to be replaced in the event of a fault in a
device. Thus, resource disaggregation can significantly decrease data center costs.

Disaggregated systems comprise multiple compute, memory and storage components, intercon-
nected over a high-bandwidth network (Figure 1b), each independently managed by a specialized
∗Equal contribution to this work.
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Fig. 1. (a) A monolithic system versus (b) a disaggregated system.

kernel module (monitor). Typically, each compute component includes a small amount (a few
GBs) of main memory (henceforth referred to as local memory) to improve memory performance.
However, almost all the memory in the data center is separated as network-attached disaggregated
memory components to maximize resource sharing and independence in failure handling (different
from typical hybrid memory architectures). Thus, the majority of the application working sets is
accessed from the disaggregated memory components (henceforth referred to as remote memory).
Eachmemory component includes its own controller and can be flexibly shared by many compute
components. Thus, disaggregated systems can provide high memory capacity for applications
with large working sets (e.g., bioinformatics, graph processing and neural networks) at lower cost.
Fine-grain microsecond-latency networking technologies [37, 42, 64, 80, 81] that interconnect all
hardware components have made fully disaggregated systems feasible, being only 2-8× slower
than DRAM bus bandwidth. However, since a large fraction of the application’s data (typically
∼80%) [33, 55, 88] is located and accessed from remote memory, the higher latencies of remotely
accessing data over the network can cause large performance penalties.
Alleviating data access overheads is challenging in disaggregated systems for the following

reasons. First, disaggregated systems are not monolithic and comprise independently managed
entities: each component has its own hardware controller, its resource allocation is transparent from
other components and a specialized kernel monitor uses its own functionality/implementation to
manage the component it runs on (only communicates with other monitors via network messaging
if there is a need to access remote resources). This characteristic necessitates a distributed and
disaggregated solution that can scale to a large number of independent components in the system.
Second, there is high variability in data access latencies as they depend on the location of the
remote memory component and the contention with other compute components that share the
same memory components and network. Data placements can also vary during runtime or between
multiple executions, since data is dynamically allocated in one or more remote memory components
and hardware updates can flexibly change the architecture of the memory component and the
network topology. Third, data is typically migrated at page granularity [5, 6, 10, 36, 55, 58, 88,
104, 110] as it enables: (i) transparency to avoid modifications to existing OS/applications; (ii)
low metadata overheads for address translation; and (iii) leveraging spatial locality within pages.
However, we observe in §2.2 that moving memory pages in disaggregated systems, i.e., moving
data at a large granularity over the network, can significantly increase bandwidth consumption
and slow down accesses to cache lines in other concurrently accessed pages.

Recent works on hybrid memory systems [3, 4, 23, 26–29, 43, 46, 48, 53, 59–62, 65, 83, 84, 104], for
example, those that integrate die-stacked DRAM [45] caches aim to address the high page movement
costs between main memory and the DRAM cache [23, 43, 61, 62, 84] with mechanisms to move data
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at smaller granularities [23, 44, 61, 62, 77, 97, 98], e.g., cache line, or by using page placement/hot
page selection mechanisms [3, 4, 26–29, 46, 48, 53, 59, 60, 65, 83, 104]. However, these prior works
are tailored for a monolithic tightly-integrated architecture (Figure 1a), and are not suitable for
disaggregated systems (See § 7). These works assume centralized data management/allocation
(unlike in disaggregated systems). For instance, software runtimes [3, 4, 26–29, 46, 48, 53, 59, 60, 65,
83, 104] running on CPUs in hybrid systems leverage TLBs/page tables to track page hotness and
move pages across different memory devices (Figure 1a). Instead, in fully disaggregated systems
all hardware memory functionalities (e.g., TLBs, page tables) of remote pages are moved to the
memory components themselves [38, 88] (Figure 1b). Thus they cannot be used to track page
hotness at the CPU side to implement intelligent page placement/movement in local memory.
Similarly, hardware-based approaches [44, 56, 77, 97] add centralized hardware units in the CPU to
track metadata for pages in second-tier memory. This however would incur high hardware costs in
disaggregated systems that enable large amounts (e.g., TBs) of remote memory [88]. Requiring each
compute component to control/track a large number of pages in remote memory components would
impose significant hardware costs and scalability challenges, and thus might annihilate the benefits
of resource disaggregation. Moreover, disaggregated systems incur significant variations in access
latencies and bandwidth based on the current network architecture and concurrent jobs sharing the
memory components/network, which are not addressed by prior work. This necessitates a solution
primarily designed for robustness to this variability.
In this work, we analyze different data movement strategies in fully disaggregated systems,

and introduce DaeMon, an efficient software-transparent mechanism to alleviate data movement
overheads in disaggregated systems. DaeMon provides (i) high performance on dynamic workload
demands, (ii) robustness to variations in architectures, network characteristics and application
behavior, and (iii) independence and scalability to multiple compute components and memory
components that are managed transparently to each other and are flexibly added/removed in the
system.
DaeMon consists of two key ideas. First, we offload data migrations to dedicated hardware

engines, named DaeMon compute and memory engine, that are added at each compute component
and memory component, respectively. This key idea enables independence and scalability to a large
number of compute components and memory components of disaggregated systems. Compared to
a centralized design, DaeMon’s distributed management of data movement enables simultaneous
processing of data movement across multiple components and decreases the processing costs and
queuing delays to serve data requests. Second, we leverage the synergy of three key techniques to
provide robustness to the high variability in network latencies/bandwidth. 1) We use a bandwidth
partitioning approach to enable the decoupled movement of data at two granularities, i.e., page and
cache line, and prioritize cache line granularity data moves over page moves. This design enables
low access latencies to remote memory for the cache line requests on the critical path, while the
associated pages can be still be moved independently at slower rates to retain the benefits of spatial
locality. 2) We design an adaptive approach to decide on-the-fly if a request should be served
by a cache line, page or both. Via selective granularity data movement, we provide robustness
to variations in network, architectures and application characteristics. 3) We leverage hardware
link compression when migrating pages to reduce network bandwidth consumption and alleviate
queuing delays.

The synergy of the aforementioned key techniques provides a robust solution for disaggregated
systems: decoupled multiple granularity data movement effectively prioritizes cache line requests
on the critical path, and migrates pages at a slower rate leveraging compression to reduce bandwidth
consumption. The adaptive granularity selection mechanism effectively adapts to the characteristics
of the application data, e.g., by favoringmovingmore pages if application data is highly compressible.
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The decoupled cache line granularity movement also enables the use of more sophisticated and
effective compression algorithms (with relatively high compression latency) for page migrations.

We evaluate DaeMon using a range of capacity intensive workloads with different memory access
patterns from machine learning, high-performance-computing, graph processing, and bioinfor-
matics domains. Over the widely-adopted approach of moving data at page granularity, DaeMon
decreases memory access latencies by 3.06× on average, and improves system performance by
2.39× on average. We demonstrate that DaeMon provides (i) robustness and significant performance
benefits on various network/architecture configurations and application behavior (Figures 8 and 13),
(ii) scalability to multiple hardware components and networks, (Figure 17), and (iii) adaptivity to
dynamic workload demands, even when multiple heterogeneous jobs are concurrently executed in
the disaggregated system (Figure 18).

This paper makes the following contributions:
• We heavily modify a state-of-the-art simulator to develop and evaluate the overheads of different
data movement strategies in fully disaggregated systems, analyze the challenges of providing
efficient data movement in such systems, and develop DaeMon, an adaptive distributed data
movement mechanism for fully disaggregated systems.

• We enable decoupled data movement at two granularities, and migrate the requested critical
data quickly at cache line granularity and the corresponding pages opportunistically without
stalling critical cache line requests. We dynamically control the data movement granularity to
effectively adapt to the current system load and application behavior. We employ a high-latency
compression scheme to further reduce bandwidth consumption during page migrations.

• We evaluate DaeMon using a wide range of capacity intensive workloads, various architecture/net-
work configurations, and in multi-workload executions of concurrent heterogeneous jobs. We
demonstrate that DaeMon significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art data movement strategy,
and constitutes a robust and scalable approach for data movement in fully disaggregated systems.

2 Background and Motivation
2.1 Baseline Disaggregated System
Figure 2 shows the baseline organization of the disaggregated system, which includes several
compute components and memory components as network-attached components. To improve
performance, each compute component tightly includes a few GBs of main memory, referred to as
local memory, which can typically host 20-25% of the application’s memory footprint [33, 85, 88].
Each memory component includes its own controller and connects multiple DIMM modules,
referred to as remote memory.

We assume distributed OSmodules that coordinate and communicate with each other via network
messaging when needed, similar to [38, 55, 88]: processor and memory kernel monitors run at
compute components and memory components, respectively. The memory allocation/management
of remote memory is performed at the memory component itself [38, 88], transparently to compute
components, enabling the different components to be independent. The on-chip caches and the local
memory of compute components are typically indexed by virtual addresses [88], and remote data
is requested from memory components using virtual addresses [16, 38, 55, 88] (unlike in hybrid
memory systems). The data management is typically performed at page granularity [16, 55, 88] (e.g.,
4KB). The local memory of the compute component can be treated as a cache with tags [88] or a
local virtual to physical translation mapping [55] can be used (either approach works with DaeMon,
however we assume the second approach in our evaluation). The physical memory addresses of
the local memory can be found by accessing and traversing metadata (tags or local page tables)
kept in a dedicated (pre-reserved) DRAM memory space (kernel metadata is directly indexed via
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Fig. 2. High-level organization of a disaggregated system.

physical addresses). When an local memory miss happens, either (i) the processor kernel module of
the compute component triggers a page fault and fetches the requested page from remote memory
components [88], or (ii) dedicated software runtimes co-designed with hardware primitives [16]
(e.g., supported in FPGA-based controllers as shown in Figure 2a) handle remote data requests on
demand completely eliminating expensive page faults. Either approach works with DaeMon. We
assume that the controllers of memory components implement hardware-based address translation
(Figure 2b) to access pages in remote memory as proposed in [38].

Jobs running at different compute components can share read-only pages located at multiple
memory components. Similarly to prior state-of-the-art works [16, 38, 88], we assume that the
system does not support writable shared pages across compute components, since they are rare
across datacenter jobs [38, 88].

2.2 Data Movement Overheads in Fully Disaggregated Systems
Prior state-of-the-art works [14, 36, 38, 47, 55, 75, 76, 100, 110, 113] typically enable datamanagement
at page granularity for three compelling reasons. First, the memory allocation and management
is transparent, i.e., requires little to no modification to OS or application code. Second, the coarse
granularity enables low metadata overheads for address translation in local memory and remote
memory. Managing local memory as a cache at cache line granularity would incur prohibitively
high metadata overheads [88]. Third, page movements enable exploiting spatial locality in common
memory access patterns [44, 57, 103], and increase the number of accesses served from the lower
cost local memory instead of remote memory.
Figure 3 compares the performance of different data movement strategies in disaggregated

systems across various workloads (See Table 3). We evaluate one memory component and one
compute component having local memory to fit ∼20% of the application’s working set. We use
100 ns/400 ns latency [33, 55] to model the propagation and switching delays on the network
(referred to as switch latency), and configure the network bandwidth between the compute
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component and the memory component (referred to as bandwidth factor) to be 1/4× the DRAM
bus bandwidth [33, 88] of the local memory or remote memory. We compare six configurations: (i)
Local: all accesses are served from the local memory; (ii) cache-line: accessing data from remote
memory at cache line granularity, and directly writing data to the Last Level Cache (LLC) of the
compute component (local memory is not used), (iii) Remote: accessing data from remote memory
at page granularity (moving pages to local memory) accounting for all network-related overheads,
(iv) page-free: remote accesses incur the latency of one cache line granularity remote access and
the corresponding page is transferred to local memory at zero cost (spatial locality is leveraged), (v)
cache-line+page: requesting data from remote memory at both cache line (moved to LLC) and page
granularity (moved to local memory) and servicing data requests using the latency of the packet
that arrives earlier to compute component (accounting for all network-related overheads), and (vi)
DaeMon: accessing data from remote memory using DaeMon (accounting for all network-related
overheads).
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Fig. 3. Data movement overheads in disaggregated systems.

We make four observations. First, Remote, i.e., the typically-used approach of moving data at
page granularity, incurs significant performance slowdowns, on average 3.86×, over the monolithic
Local configuration due to transferring large amounts of data over the network. In addition to the
large network bandwidth consumption, migrating pages can slow down critical path accesses to
data in other concurrently accessed pages. Second, page-free achieves almost the same performance
as the Local scheme. A small penalty is incurred as the first access to a page in remote memory
incurs cache line granularity latency access cost. However, since the whole page is migrated to
local memory for free, performance significantly improves thanks to spatial locality benefits of
migrating pages in addition to the requested cache line. Thus, migrating pages to local memory
is critical to achieving high performance. Third, cache-line outperforms Remote in some latency-
bound workloads with poor spatial locality, however its performance benefits depend on network
characteristics. For example, in tr, cache-line outperforms Remote by 1.42× when the switch latency
is 100 ns, while it incurs 1.82× performance slowdown over Remote with 400 ns switch latency.
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Fourth, the cache-line+page scheme, i.e., naively moving data at both granularities, is still inefficient
(only 1.11× better than Remote), since critical cache lines are still queued behind large pages.

Overall, we draw two conclusions. (i) Page migrations incur high performance penalties and
can significantly slow down the critical path cache line requests to other concurrently accessed
pages. However, if the overheads of migrating pages can be mitigated, moving data at page granu-
larity offers a critical opportunity to alleviate remote access costs. (ii) There is no one-size-fits-all
granularity in data movements to always perform best across all network configurations and appli-
cations. Depending on the spatial locality and the network load, some applications benefit from
cache line-only accesses that avoid unnecessary congestion of pages in the network, while some
applications significantly benefit from page movements that leverage spatial locality. To this end,
we design DaeMon to significantly reduce data movement costs across various application, network
and architecture characteristics. Figure 3 demonstrates that DaeMon significantly outperforms the
Remote and cache-line+page schemes by on average 2.38× and 2.14×, respectively.

3 DaeMon: Our Approach
DaeMon is an adaptive and scalable data movement mechanism for fully disaggregated systems that
supports low-overhead page migration, enables software transparency, and provides robustness
to variations in memory component placements, network architectures and application behavior.
DaeMon comprises two key ideas:
(1) Disaggregated Hardware Support for Data Movement Acceleration. We enhance each
compute component and memory component with specialized engines, i.e., DaeMon compute
and memory engine (Figure 4), respectively, to manage data movements across the network of
disaggregated systems. DaeMon engines enable independence and high scalability to a large number
of compute components/memory components that are flexibly added/removed in disaggregated
systems. Moreover, distributed management of data migrations at multiple DaeMon engines in-
creases the execution parallelism and decreases the processing costs and queuing delays to serve
data requests.
(2) Synergy of Three Key Techniques. DaeMon incorporates three synergistic key techniques
shown in Figure 4:
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Fig. 4. High-level overview of DaeMon.

(I) Decoupled Multiple Granularity Data Movement. First, we integrate two separate hardware
queues to manage and serve data requests from remote memory at two granularities, i.e., cache line
(via the sub-block queue) and page (via the page queue) granularity. Cache line requests are directly
moved to Last Level Cache (LLC) of the compute component to avoid additional metadata overheads
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and eliminate memory latency. Page requests are moved to local memory of the compute component.
Second, we prioritize moving cache lines over moving pages via a bandwidth partitioning approach:
a queue controller serves cache line and page requests with a predefined fixed ratio to ensure
that at any given time a certain fraction of the bandwidth resources is always allocated to serve
cache line requests quickly. DaeMon implements both network and remote memory bus bandwidth
partitioning.
This technique provides two benefits. First, retaining page migrations in DaeMon (i) enables

software-transparency, (ii) allows maintaining metadata for DRAM at page granularity (thus
incurring low metadata overheads), and (iii) exploits the performance benefits of data (spatial)
locality within pages. Second, cache line data movements that are on the critical path are quickly
served, and have fewer slowdowns from expensive page movements that may have been previously
triggered, since DaeMon effectively prioritizes cache line movements.
(II) Selection Granularity Data Movement. To handle network, architecture and application
variability in disaggregated systems, we design a dynamic approach to decide whether a request
should be served by a cache line, page, or both, depending on application and network characteristics.
At DaeMon’s engine of each compute component, we include two separate hardware buffers to
track pending data migrations for both cache line and page granularity, and a selection granularity
unit to control the granularity of upcoming data requests based on the utilization of the above
buffers. The utilization of these buffers allows us to capture dynamic information regarding the
current traffic in the system and the application behavior (i.e., locality). Our proposed selection
granularity data movement enables robustness against fluctuations in network, architecture and
application characteristics (we explain how this is implemented in §4.2).
(III) Link Compression on Page Movements. We leverage the decoupled page movement to use
a high-latency link compression scheme (with high compression ratio), when moving pages across
the network. We integrate hardware compression units at both the compute components and
memory components to highly compress pages moved over the network: the page is compressed
before it is being transferred over the network, and decompressed when it arrives at the destination
(before it is written in memory modules). Link compression on page movements reduces the network
bandwidth consumption and alleviates network bottlenecks.

Overall, DaeMon cooperatively integrates all three key techniques, the synergy of which provides
a versatile solution:
(1) Prioritizing requested cache lines helps DaeMon to tolerate high (de)compression latencies in
page migrations over the network, while also leveraging benefits of page migrations (low metadata
overheads, spatial locality).
(2) Moving compressed pages consumes less network bandwidth, helping DaeMon to reserve part
of the bandwidth to effectively prioritize critical path cache line accesses.
(3) Selection granularity movement helps DaeMon to adapt to the application data compressibility:
if the pages are highly compressible, the number of pending page migrations is relatively low,
thus DaeMon favors moving data more at page granularity instead of cache line granularity (and
vice-versa).

4 DaeMon: Detailed Design
We design DaeMon to be a disaggregated solution: a DaeMon compute engine is added at each
compute component of the system to handle data requests to remote memory, and a DaeMon
memory engine is integrated at the controller of each memory component of the system. Figure 5
shows our proposed architecture.
The baseline architecture of each compute component includes a chiplet-based CPU+FPGA

architecture (this CPU+FPGA integrated design has also been proposed to prior state-of-the-art
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work [16, 41]), which is expected to have small cost [16] compared to the overall cost savings
enabled by disaggregated systems, while it is also socket compatible to current systems [25, 41]. The
FPGA has three communication paths: i) a coherent path, i.e., CPU-FPGA coherent links, to access
the CPU on-chip cache hierarchy, ii) an interface (channel-based connection) to access the local
memory, and iii) an external connection to the network controller to move data to/from remote
memory. We propose extending the FPGA by adding a new lightweight hardware component to
handle data requests, i.e., the DaeMon compute engine.
Each memory component includes its own controller [38, 55, 88], that has two communication

paths: a channel-based connection to DIMMmodules of remote memory, and an external connection
to the network, which is used to move data from/to compute components. We propose extending
the controller of each memory component by adding a new hardware component to handle data
movements, i.e., the DaeMon memory engine.
In our study, we assume that the local memory is an inclusive cache for the remote memory,

which contains all application data. The local memory implements an approximate LRU replacement
policy, similar to prior state-of-the-art work [88].

4.1 Enabling Decoupled Multiple Granularity Data Movement
Figure 6 shows the detailed design of the DaeMon compute engine and DaeMon memory engine.
DaeMon engine includes two queues to handle requests at each granularity: cache line granularity
via the sub-block queue 1 , and page granularity via the page queue 2 . It also includes a queue
controller 7 to serve requests from both queues, and a packet buffer 6 to temporarily keep
arrived packets, while they are being processed.
Approximate Bandwidth Partitioning. To prioritize cache line data movements while also
ensuring that page movements are not aggressively stalled, we design an approximate bandwidth
partitioning approach between the cache line and page movements, and configure the queue
controller to serve cache line and page requests with a predefined fixed ratio. Assuming that
cache line and page requests transfer 64B and 4KB of data, respectively, and having a bandwidth
partitioning ratio of 25% (Figure 11 presents a sensitivity study on this ratio), 25% of the bandwidth
is reserved for cache lines as follows: for each page request issued through the network, which
results in transferring 4KB data, the queue controller needs to serve 4096/64 ∗ 0.25/(1 − 0.25) ≈ 21
cache line requests, each transferring 64B of data. To ensure this approximate partitioning is always
maintained, we retain this alternate serving of page and cache line requests even if either queue is
empty (i.e., requests may be not issued in all cycles).DaeMon implements an approximate bandwidth
partitioning both in the network across components of the system and when accessing data from
remote memory modules.
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4.2 Selecting the Data Movement Granularity
DaeMon compute engine additionally includes two separate hardware buffers to track data requests
which are scheduled to be moved or in the process of being migrated (henceforth referred to as
inflight): (i) the inflight sub-block buffer for the cache line granularity requests 3 , and (ii) the
inflight page buffer for the page granularity requests 4 . Both buffers are used to track pending data
migrations and avoid requesting the same data multiple times. DaeMon compute engine includes
a selection granularity unit 5 which throttles data requests to avoid requesting the same data
multiple times, and decides at which granularity the request should be served (cache line, page, or
both granularities).
Scheduling Page Granularity Data Movements.When the DaeMon compute engine receives
a data request, the selection granularity unit checks (i) the utilization of the inflight page buffer,
and (ii) if the corresponding page has already been scheduled to be moved. If the page has already
been requested or the inflight page buffer is full, the selection granularity unit does not request the
page. Thus at any given time, the number of pages scheduled to be moved is automatically limited
by the selection granularity unit, also limiting storage/area overheads to track the pending page
migrations.

If the inflight page buffer is not full, the selection granularity units schedules the page migration
by adding a new entry in the page queue and the inflight page buffer, marking the page as scheduled.
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When the queue controller issues the movement, the corresponding entry is released in the page
queue, and the page entry in the inflight page buffer is marked as moved. When the requested page
arrives, the corresponding entry is released (invalid state) in the inflight page buffer. The page
is written to local memory and all pending requests are serviced via local memory. Any entries
in the inflight sub-block buffer with requests to cache lines in the same page are removed and
thus, any data packets that arrive in the future with cache lines from the same page are simply
ignored. In DaeMon, we retain existing data management and address translation mechanisms at
page granularity. Local page table updates at the compute component are only performed in page
migrations.
Scheduling Cache Line Granularity Data Movements. To decide whether a cache line gran-
ularity movement should be made, the selection granularity unit checks (i) the utilization of the
inflight sub-block buffer and (ii) if the corresponding page was already scheduled to be moved
(by a previous request). There are two cases. First, if the corresponding page is not scheduled to
be moved according to the inflight page buffer, the selection granularity unit always schedules a
cache line granularity data movement. Second, if the corresponding page is already scheduled to
be moved, the selection granularity unit sends the cache line only if: (i) the sub-block buffer has
lower utilization than the page buffer and (ii) the page is not already in the process of migration
(i.e., the page is in the page queue). Otherwise, it drops the request as the page has already been
requested. This avoids unnecessarily sending cache lines when the corresponding page is likely to
arrive faster and when the sub-block queue is likely to be slow due to oversaturation.
If a cache line is scheduled, a new entry is added both in the sub-block queue and the inflight

sub-block buffer. When the queue controller issues the movement, the corresponding entry is
released in the sub-block queue. When the requested cache line arrives at the compute component,
the corresponding entry is released in the sub-block buffer, and the data is directly written to LLC
through the FPGA-based coherent interconnect.
The above mechanism enables an adaptive approach for the data movement granularity based

on the dynamic network/architecture and application characteristics:
(1) If there is high locality within pages, there are fewer pages requested, and the sub-block buffer
fills up faster than the page buffer. Thus, DaeMon favors issuing pages and throttles cache line
requests. If there is low locality within pages, the page buffer fills up faster than the sub-block buffer,
since cache line requests are served at a higher rate than page requests (e.g., 21:1 cache lines versus
pages requests for 25% bandwidth ratio). Thus, DaeMon favors issuing cache line movements and
throttles page migrations.
(2) If both the page and sub-block buffers are fully utilized, DaeMon detects bandwidth constrained
scenarios. In bandwidth constrained scenarios, DaeMon favors issuing more cache line movements
to alleviate bandwidth bottlenecks. When the bottleneck is mitigated, (inflight buffers are not fully
utilized), DaeMon schedules more page movements to obtain locality benefits.
(3) Additionally, when using link compression to transfer pages, DaeMon is able to adapt to the
compressibility of the application data: if the pages are highly compressible, the inflight page buffer
empties at a faster rate and thus DaeMon favors sending more page migrations (and vice versa).

4.3 Handling Dirty Data
Dirty data (cache lines/pages) is always directly written to remote memory. Data (cache line or
page granularity) can be in one of the three states: (i) local: when data is cached in on-chip caches
(for cache lines) or local memory (for pages), (ii) remote: when data is only in remote memory, and
(iii) inflight: when data is being migrated. With DaeMon, data can be present simultaneously in two
states: for example, local as a cache line (in the cache hierarchy of the compute component) and
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inflight as a page or vice versa. This poses coherence issues if the processor writes to data in the
above state.
There are two scenarios: (i) if a page arrives to compute component before a prioritized cache

line, any modifications to the page may be overwritten by the stale cache line that arrives later,
and (ii) if a dirty cache line is evicted from the LLC while the corresponding page is in transit, the
modifications would be lost when the page arrives to compute component. As explained, in the
(i) scenario, when a page arrives, the corresponding entries in the inflight sub-block buffer with
requests to cache lines in the same page are removed and thus, any data packets that arrive in the
future with cache lines from the same page are simply ignored. In the (ii) scenario, for every dirty
cache line that gets evicted by the LLC and also misses in the local memory, its corresponding page
can be either inflight or in remote memory. To ensure correctness, DaeMon compute engine first
checks if there is an inflight page request in the inflight page buffer. If there is no inflight page
request (according to the inflight page buffer), the evicted dirty cache line is directly migrated to
remote memory. In the other case, we need to retain the dirty cache line until the page arrives. We
include a dirty unit 8 in the DaeMon compute engine with a dirty data buffer that temporarily
stores these dirty cache lines. When the corresponding inflight page arrives, the DaeMon compute
engine flushes the dirty cache line(s) from the dirty buffer to local memory.

Prior works [2, 16] observe that typically a few cache lines (1-8 cache lines) or all cache lines of
a page are accessed. Thus, when the evicted dirty cache lines of the same page increase beyond a
predefined threshold (e.g., 8 cache lines), the DaeMon compute engine flushes all dirty cache lines
to remote memory, and marks the corresponding entry for that page in the inflight page buffer as
throttled. When the inflight page arrives, the DaeMon compute engine ignores it, since its entry is
in the throttled state, and sends a new request for that page to receive the up-to-date data. This
enables lower area/storage overheads for the dirty data buffer.

4.4 Link Compression in Page Migrations
Approaches for data compression are typically of two types: (i) latency-optimized compression
schemes [8, 21, 74, 105, 106], which optimize/minimize the (de)compression latencies, and (ii)
ratio-optimized compression schemes [1, 50, 94, 112], which provide higher compression ratios
while incurring relatively high (de)compression latencies. We select a ratio-optimized compression
scheme inDaeMon based on two observations (§6): (i) in disaggregated systems, queueing delays and
network latencies can be significant, thus compression benefits outweigh the high (de)compression
latencies, and (ii) DaeMon prioritizes cache lines that are on the critical path, thus we can tolerate
relatively high (de)compression latencies for page migrations.

DaeMon engines include (de)compression units 9 10 that compress pages transferred through
the network. We implement a hardware design similar to IBMMXT [1, 94], using the LZ77 compres-
sion algorithm [112], and operating at 1KB granularity at a time. (De)Compression units include 4
engines, each of which operates on 256B of data and uses a 256B shared dictionary, incurring in
total a 64-cycle latency according to [1, 94].

4.5 DaeMon’s Hardware Structures
We estimate the overheads of DaeMon’s hardware structures for each compute component assuming
a 64-core CPU, using CACTI [67]. The sizes of the DaeMon sub-block and page queues and the
sub-block and page buffers have been selected based on the maximum possible number of pending
data migrations at a time, which is determined by the number of the available LLC MSHRs (Miss
Status Holding Registers) in a typical CPU system, and is independent of the workloads’ patterns
and the mix of workloads that are running at each time. For the hardware structures at each
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memory component, we scale the sizes of the DaeMon sub-block and page queues, assuming that
each memory component can concurrently serve up to 4 compute components. Table 1 presents
the hardware overheads of DaeMon compute engine (C) and DaeMon memory engine (M). Figure 7
shows an inflight sub-block buffer entry, an inflight page buffer entry, and a dirty data buffer entry.

Hardware Entries Size Access Area Energy
Structure (KB) Cost (ns) Cost (mm2) Cost (nJ)
Sub-block Queue (C) 128 0.5 0.34 0.084 0.038
Sub-block Queue (M) 512 2 0.38 0.093 0.039
Page Queue (C) 256 1 0.35 0.087 0.038
Page Queue (M) 1024 4 0.40 0.105 0.041
Inflight Sub-block Buffer (C) 128 1.625 0.56 0.041 0.046
Inflight Page Buffer (C) 256 3.25 0.77 0.089 0.096
Dirty Data Buffer (C) 256 17 0.62 0.168 0.046
Packet Buffer (C) - 8 0.538 0.137 0.044
Packet Buffer (M) - 32 1.032 0.263 0.047
2 × Dictionary Table (C,M) 1024 1 0.28 0.015 0.020

Table 1. DaeMon’s hardware overheads for C: compute engine and M: memory engine.

Address State Dirty Cache 
Line Offset

Cache Line 
Offset

Address State DataAddress

00: scheduled
01: moved
10: throttled
11: invalid

0: scheduled
1: invalid

0010...11010

32 bits 2 bits 64 bits64 bits32 bits 1 bit 512 bits32 bits
b) Inflight Page Buffer Entrya) Inflight Sub-block Buffer Entry c) Dirty Data Buffer Entry

0010...11010

Fig. 7. An inflight sub-block buffer entry, an inflight page buffer entry, and a dirty data buffer entry.

Sub-block Queue (SRAM), 128 entries: The sub-block queue size is limited by the available LLC
MSHRs of the compute component.
Page Queue (SRAM) - 256 entries: The page queue has 256 entries, since DaeMon serves requests
from the page queue at a smaller rate than the sub-block queue.
Inflight Sub-block Buffer (CAM) - 128 entries: Similar to the sub-block queue, this buffer has
128 entries. We design this hardware structure to be indexed using the corresponding page address
to achieve smaller area costs, since at a given time there may be multiple inflight cache line requests
to the same page. Each entry (Figure 7a) includes the page address, the state (scheduled or invalid),
and a 64-bit queue that is used to indicate the offsets within the page of the inflight cache requests
by (re)setting the corresponding bits.
Inflight Page Buffer (CAM) - 256 entries: An inflight page buffer entry (Figure 7b) includes
the page address, the state that can be scheduled, moved, throttled (when the page needs to be
re-requested) or invalid, and a 64-bit queue to indicate the offsets of the dirty cache lines of the
inflight page that are temporarily kept in the dirty data buffer.
Dirty Data Buffer (SRAM) - 256 entries: A dirty data buffer entry (Figure 7c) includes the evicted
cache line and its address.
Packet Buffer (SRAM) - 8KB: We use an 8KB buffer to temporarily store arrived data packets
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until they are processed.
Dictionary Tables for (De)Compression (CAM) - 2KB: DaeMon proposes 4 engines at each
(de)compression unit, each of them has 256B CAM [1, 94]. In total, we estimate each dictionary
table as 1KB CAM.
Overall, DaeMon’s hardware overheads are due to the cache memories corresponding to the

sub-block and page queues, the sub-block and page buffers, and the dictionary tables used for data
compression. The total sizes of the DaeMon cache memories are ∼34KB and 40KB for the DaeMon
compute and memory engine, respectively. Therefore, DaeMon’s hardware overheads are similar to
that of the small L1 cache memory of a modern state-of-the-art processor (e.g., Intel Xeon). We
conclude that our proposed hardware structures incur very modest hardware and financial costs to
be integrated into the compute components and memory components of disaggregated systems.

4.6 Handling Failures
DaeMon handles compute component, memory component and network failures using fault-
tolerance approaches of prior works [16, 55, 88]. If the compute component fails (CPU or DaeMon
compute engine), the application needs to be restarted potentially on a different compute com-
ponent of the system. Network failures are handled using timeouts: DaeMon engines can trigger
timeouts when pending page or cache line requests have not arrived after a long time, or when ACK
messages have not been received for migrations of dirty data. The exploration of the timeout period
value is left for future work. Finally, memory component failures are handled via data replication,
similarly to prior work [88]: DaeMon can send the evicted dirty data to more than one memory
component, and wait to receive ACK messages from all of them.

4.7 DaeMon Extensions
Prefetching. DaeMon can flexibly support hardware/software-based prefetchers. Existing CPU
prefetchers might generate data requests, which DaeMon can normally serve by migrating the
prefetched data at a cache line granularity, page granularity or both granularities, via on our
proposed selection granularity scheme. Page prefetchers [63] might generate page-granularity
data requests, which DaeMon can serve by migrating the prefetched data at page granularity or
throttling the page request based on our selection granularity scheme.
Large Pages. DaeMon can be easily extended to support large granularity pages (e.g., 2MB). To
effectively prioritize cache line requests over page requests, DaeMon’s predefined ratio for the
approximate bandwidth partitioning needs to be properly configured based on the size of the large
page. To enable multiple page sizes (e.g., both 4KB and 2MB), we could enhance DaeMon to split
large pages (e.g., 2MB) to consecutive page requests of smaller sizes (e.g., 4KB) issued in the page
queue.

5 Methodology
Simulation Methodology.We use Sniper [17, 18], a state-of-the-art accurate simulator, and we
heavily modified it to model a disaggregated system with one compute component and multiple
memory components interconnected across the network. We present detailed evaluation results
using onememory component and provide a characterization study ofmultiplememory components
with various network configurations in Figure 17. For the network across components, we use
both (i) a fixed latency of 100 ns/400 ns [33, 55] to model propagation and switching delays inside
network (referred to as switch latency), and (ii) a variable latency of modeling the current bandwidth
utilization at each simulation interval (100K ns) when configuring the network bandwidth to be 2-8×
less than DRAM bandwidth [33, 88] (referred to as bandwidth factor). For the compute component,
we configure a state-of-the-art CPU server with on-chip cache memories of typical sizes and
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x86 OoO cores of 3.6GHz frequency. The local memory size is configured to fit ∼20% of each
application’s working set, and we evaluate LRU replacement policy [88] in local memory, unless
otherwise stated. The aforementioned configuration is consistent with prior state-of-the-art works
in disaggregated systems [33, 55, 88]. For both the local memory and remote memory, we evaluate
a DDR4 memory model with 17GB/s bus bandwidth, and we simulate hardware-based address
translation for memory pages, having overhead as one DRAM access cost per lookup, as explained
in prior state-of-the-art work [38]. We evaluate access overheads in DaeMon queues/buffers using
CACTI [67] (See Table 1). Table 2 lists the parameters of our simulated system.

CPU 3.6 GHz, 4-way OoO x86 cores, 224-entry ROB;
L1 Instr. Cache 32 KB, 4-way associativity, LRU;
L1 Data Cache 32 KB, 8-way associativity, 4-cycle access latency, LRU;
L2 Cache 256 KB, 8-way associativity, 8-cycle access latency, LRU;
LLC 4MB, 16-way associativity, 30-cycle access latency, LRU;
Local Memory 2400MHz, 15ns process. latency, 17GB/s bus bandwidth [13];
Network 2-8× less than bus bandwidth, 100-400 ns switching latency [33, 88];
Remote Memory 2400MHz, 15ns process. latency, 17GB/s bus bandwidth [13];

Table 2. Configuration of simulated system.

Workloads.We evaluate various workloads with different memory access patterns from various
application domains including graph processing, machine learning, bioinformatics, linear algebra,
data analytics, and HPC domains, shown in Table 3. The dynamic working sets at any given point at
runtime range from 43.2MB to 1.32GB. In a fully disaggregated system, the application working set
(irrespective of the size) is primarily housed in remote memory to provide the benefits of improved
elasticity, heterogeneity, and failure isolation. Therefore, we configure the local memory size to fit
∼20% of each application’s working set (similar to prior state-of-the-art work [33, 55, 88]). All data
is initially located in remote memory. We simulate most workloads to full execution and for slower
long running workloads, we simulate 1B instructions.

Workload Domain Input Data

K-Core Decomposition (kc) [89] Graph Processing 1M vertices x 10M edges
Triangle Counting (tr) [89] Graph Processing 1M vertices x 10M edges
Page Rank (pr) [89] Graph Processing 1M vertices x 10M edges
Needle Wunsch (nw) [20] Bioinformatics 4096 base pairs per sequence
Breath First Search (bf) [89] Graph Processing 1M vertices x 10M edges
Betweenness Centrality (bc) [89] Graph Processing 1M vertices x 10M edges
Timeseries (ts) [107] Data Analytics 262144 elements in sequence
Sparse Matrix Vector Multipl. (sp) [52] Linear Algebra pkustk14 matrix
Sparse Lengths Sum (sl) [68] Machine Learning Kaggle Criteo 10GB Dataset
High Perf. Conjugate Gradient (hp) [40] HPC 104 x 104 x 104
Particle Filter (pf) [20] HPC 4096 x 4096, 30000 particles
Darknet19 (dr) [82] Machine Learning dog.jpg (768 x 576 pixels)
Resnet50 (rs) [82] Machine Learning dog.jpg (768 x 576 pixels)

Table 3. Summary of workloads.
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6 Evaluation
We evaluate six schemes: (i)Remote: the typically-used approach [16, 55, 88] ofmoving data to/from
remote memory at page granularity; (ii) LC:DaeMon’s link compression for page movement without
enabling cache line granularity data movement, i.e., moving data at page granularity with LZ-based
link compression enabled; (iii) BP: enabling only DaeMon’s decoupled multiple granularity data
movement with 25% bandwidth partitioning ratio for cache line movements, i.e., moving data always
at both granularities; (iv) PQ: enabling DaeMon’s both decoupled multiple granularity and selection
granularity data movement with 25% bandwidth partitioning ratio for cache line movements
(without enabling data compression in page migrations); (v) DaeMon: DaeMon’s complete design
enabling all its three techniques (25% bandwidth partitioning ratio); and (vi) Local: the monolithic
approach where all the data fits in local memory of the compute component.

6.1 Performance
Figure 8 compares all schemes with different network configurations. Our evaluated workloads
exhibit three patterns and we make the following observations.

First, kc, tr, pr, and nw exhibit relatively poor spatial locality within pages. In such workloads, BP
effectively prioritizes critical cache line requests. However, PQ provides significant benefits thanks
to dynamically selecting the data movement granularity: the page buffer saturates faster than the
sub-block buffer given the poor locality and the higher servicing rate of the cache line requests in
the queue controller, thus the selection granularity unit enables the movement of more cache lines
and fewer pages. This results in reduced access latencies as critical path cache line requests are no
longer stalled behind many page migrations.
Second, bf, bc, and ts exhibit medium spatial locality within pages. In such workloads, both LC

and PQ decrease data access costs using different approaches: LC enables exploiting more spatial
locality by moving more pages, while PQ accelerates accesses to the critical path cache line requests,
both of which benefit these workloads.

Third, the remaining workloads exhibit high spatial locality within pages, thus page migration is
critical to leverage data locality. In these workloads, BP incurs high performance slowdowns, since
it is oblivious to application behavior. Instead, PQ effectively enables more page movements and
throttles cache line movements by tracking pending data requests, thus achieving similar system
performance to Remote. LC performs better for sp, sl, hp, and pf, since these workloads have higher
data compressibility than dr and rs.

Fourth, when network bandwidth is more constrained, LC provides even higher performance over
Remote, while PQ is unaffected by bandwidth as the bandwidth partitioning approach prioritizes
cache line movements even with low available bandwidth.
Fifth, PQ is slightly affected by the switch latency (Please also see Figure 20 in Appendix § A):

PQ outperforms Remote by 1.60× and 1.51× for 100 ns and 400 ns switch latency, respectively. The
slightly lower benefits are due to PQ’s inability to hide network switch latencies in critical cache
line movements. Instead, LC is unaffected by switch latency, as page movement incurs much higher
overheads (due to very high network processing and queueing delays) over the smaller switch
latency, which link compression is able to alleviate.
Finally, DaeMon provides high performance benefits for all three classes of workloads with

different locality characteristics thanks to synergistically integrating both LC and PQ: (i) PQ helps
hide the (de)compression latencies in LC and migrate fewer pages in order to prioritize critical path
cache line movements, and (ii) LC releases network bandwidth resources and helps recover the lost
spatial locality in pages by moving more pages with the available network bandwidth. dr and rs
show only 1.05× speedup over Remote as neither LC nor PQ is able to provide speedups due to the
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Fig. 8. Speedup in all workloads normalized to Remote using various network configurations.

poor application data compressibility and high spatial locality within pages (which favors moving
pages rather than cache lines). DaeMon’s adaptive approach also provides high performance benefits
across all network configurations: (i) when the switch latencies are high, cache lines movements are
slowed down and the sub-block queue fills up faster, thus DaeMon favors moving more pages, which
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is more effective at high network switch latencies; and (ii) the approximate bandwidth partitioning
approach effectively prioritizes cache line over page movements even when network bandwidth is
constrained. Therefore, DaeMon significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art Remote scheme by
1.85×, 2.36×, 2.97× for 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 bandwidth factor, respectively.

Overall, we conclude thatDaeMon’s cooperative techniques provide a robust approach to alleviate
data movement overheads across various network characteristics and application behavior.

6.2 Memory Access Costs
Figure 9 compares the average data access costs (latencies) achieved by various schemes normalized
to Remote. Due to space limitations, in the remaining plots, we present a representative subset of
our evaluated workloads, but we report geometric mean values across all evaluated workloads.
Please also see Figure 19 in Appendix § A, which compares the network bandwidth utilization
achieved by the various data movement schemes.
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Fig. 9. Data access costs achieved by various schemes normalized to Remote.

We make three observations. First, LC improves data access costs over Remote by 2.12× across
all network configurations (not graphed), because it reduces the network processing costs and
queueing delays by sending fewer bytes through the network. PQ improves access costs (2.06×
over Remote across all configurations) by prioritizing critical path cache line movements. Second,
PQ significantly reduces data access costs in workloads with poor page locality (e.g., pr, nw), since
critical path cache line movements are not stalled by migrating pages. However, in applications
with high data locality (e.g., dr, rs), although PQ reduces data access costs by 1.43× over Remote,
it improves performance by only 1.05×, because the selection granularity unit favors sending
pages for workloads with high locality and a few requests are served at cache line granularity.
Third, DaeMon significantly reduces data access costs by 3.06× over Remote. DaeMon employs link
compression to migrate more pages with lower network overhead over PQ, thus exploiting more
data locality, while also leveraging the ability to prioritize critical cache line requests. In pr, DaeMon
can achieve lower access latency than Local, since serving requests from both local memory and
remote memory increases the effective aggregate memory bandwidth.
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6.3 Hit Ratio in Local Memory
Figure 10 presents the hit ratio in local memory, and is thus a measure of the page movement
benefits. To prioritize cache lines, PQ throttles some page migrations, thus reducing the local
memory hit rate as a tradeoff for reduced access latencies to critical path cache line requests.
However, DaeMon enables moving more pages over PQ thanks to link compression, while still
retaining the cache line prioritization benefits of PQ. The numbers shown over each bar for DaeMon
present the additional pages that were moved in DaeMon as a percentage over PQ, thanks to the
reduced bandwidth consumption provided by link compression. A zero value indicates that neither
PQ nor DaeMon has throttled any page movement.
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Fig. 10. Hit ratio in local memory achieved by various schemes.

We draw three findings. First, Remote has on average 97.7% hit ratio in local memory. Thanks
to high spatial locality, all workloads benefit from page migration, leading to high hit rates: even
workloads with relatively poor spatial locality (e.g., nw) have 90% hit ratio in local memory. Second,
PQ decreases the hit ratio in local memory by up to 18.4% over Remote, because PQ throttles page
movements in some workloads to prioritize cache line requests, thus increasing the number of
accesses to remote memory. Third, DaeMon recovers most of the lost local memory hits, achieving
on average only 0.4% worse hit ratio over Remote. Leveraging link compression in DaeMon reduces
network bandwidth consumption and significantly increases the number of pages that can be
migrated over PQ. Across all configurations (not graphed) DaeMon migrates 68.9% of the pages
throttled by PQ via leveraging link compression. We conclude that DaeMon enables both leveraging
the benefits of data locality within pages and the prioritization of critical path cache line requests.

6.4 Sensitivity Study to Bandwidth Partitioning Ratio
Figure 11 presents a sensitivity study on the bandwidth partitioning ratio between the cache line
and page movements.
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Fig. 11. Performance of PQ and DaeMon normalized to Remote varying the bandwidth partitioning ratio.

We draw three findings. First, a higher bandwidth partitioning ratio (e.g., 50%) than DaeMon’s
default 25% ratio, incurs slowdowns in workloads of medium and high spatial locality, and only
improves performance in workloads with very low locality within pages (e.g., pr, nw). This is because
high bandwidth partitioning ratios favor cache line movements and throttle a higher number
of page movements. Second, since cache line data movements are affected more by the switch
latency compared to page movements, the performance benefits of higher bandwidth partitioning
ratios reduce at higher switch latencies. For example, in pr, the 50% bandwidth partitioning ratio
outperforms 25% ratio by 1.19× and 1.08× using DaeMon at 100 ns and 400 ns switch latency,
respectively. Finally, across all different bandwidth factors (not graphed), DaeMon’s default 25%
ratio outperforms the 50% ratio by 1.02× and 1.04× for 100 ns and 400 ns switch latency, respectively,
and the 80% ratio by 1.07× and 1.33× for 100 ns and 400 ns switch latency, respectively. We conclude
that DaeMon’s default 25% ratio on average performs best across all various network and application
characteristics.

6.5 Sensitivity Study to Various Compression Algorithms
Figure 12 compares the performance of LC normalized to Remote with three compression schemes:
(i) fpcbdi: a latency-optimized hybrid scheme of BDI [74] and FPC [8] with 4-cycle (de)compression
latency per cache line [50]; (ii) fve: the latency-optimized FVE [92] scheme using a 256B dictionary
table and having 6-cycle (de)compression latency per cache line [92]; and (iii) LZ : DaeMon’s
compression ratio-optimized LZ-based scheme [50, 94] (See details on § 4.4).
We observe that LZ always outperforms Remote, despite the high (de)compression latencies,

because the network overheads are significantly higher, indicating that link compression is a highly
effective solution for disaggregated systems. dr and rs show little performance improvement with
LZ, because the application data is less compressible (their compression ratio is 1.42× versus 4.47×
on average across all evaluated workloads). Moreover, LZ outperforms fpcbdi and fve across all
network configurations (not graphed) by 1.54× and 1.44× on average, respectively, since it achieves
higher compression ratios (on average 2.92× and 2.73× higher compression ratio than fpcbdi and
fve respectively). The benefits of LZ over fpcbdi and fve are even higher in the more bandwidth
limited configurations (e.g., with 1/8 bandwidth factor). Therefore, we conclude that the high
network overheads in disaggregated systems favor compression algorithms that provide higher
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Fig. 12. Performance of LC varying the compression scheme.

compression ratios, since the benefits of the reduced bandwidth consumption outweigh the higher
(de)compression latencies.

6.6 Network Disturbance Study
Figures 13 and 14 compare the IPC and the hit ratio in local memory respectively, of LC, PQ
and DaeMon, when the network traffic varies during runtime: we simulate contention from other
compute components that share the same network, by artificially injecting packets inside the
network. We evaluate pr and nw, as they incur the highest data movement costs.

DaeMon outperforms both LC and PQ by 2.85× and 1.19×, respectively, even when network traffic
varies during runtime. DaeMon effectively adapts to varying application behavior and network
conditions at runtime. For example, in nw, in the first 50M instructions, DaeMon benefits more from
LC as the application has high bandwidth consumption and higher locality within pages. In the
next 100M instructions, the workload exhibits less data locality within pages, and DaeMon benefits
more from PQ, which provides significant performance benefits over LC by effectively prioritizing
critical path cache line requests. In the last part of execution, DaeMon again leverages the benefits
of LC. Therefore, we conclude that DaeMon provides a versatile approach to dynamic and variable
runtime application and network characteristics.

6.7 Multithreaded Performance
Figure 15 shows DaeMon’s performance benefits for multithreaded workloads on 8 OoO cores,
thus evaluating more bandwidth-limited executions compared to that of Figure 8. Please also see
Figure 21 in Appendix § A which evaluates even more bandwidth-limited executions. Across all
workloads and network configurations (not graphed), DaeMon outperforms the typically-used
Remote scheme by 2.73× on average. When network bandwidth is very limited, e.g., 1/16 bandwidth
factor (Figure 21), DaeMon’s benefits are even higher, by 3.95× over Remote.

6.8 Sensitivity Study to Replacement Policy in Local Memory
Figure 16 compares DaeMon and Local normalized to Remote, when using First-In-First-Out (FIFO)
replacement policy in local memory.
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Fig. 13. Performance of LC, PQ, DaeMon, when creating artificial disturbance in the network during runtime.
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Fig. 16. Performance of Local andDaeMon over Remote, when using FIFO replacement policy in local memory.

Across all workloads and network configurations (not graphed), DaeMon outperforms the widely-
adopted Remote scheme by 2.63×, when using a FIFO replacement policy in local memory. DaeMon
is orthogonal to the replacement policy used in local memory, and can be used synergistically
with any arbitrary replacement policy in local memory to even further reduce data access costs.
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Overall, DaeMon can significantly mitigate the data movement overheads in fully disaggregated
systems independently on the number of data migrations happens during runtime: even when a
small number of data migrations happens during runtime (e.g., thanks to sophisticated approaches
such as intelligent replacement policies in local memory, hot page placement/selection techniques,
page prefetchers), DaeMon can even further alleviate the data movement costs by dynamically
selecting the granularity of data movements, prioritizing the critical cache line requests, and
opportunistically moving compressed pages at slower rates. Therefore, we conclude that DaeMon
can work synergistically with sophisticated replacement policies in local memory, page prefetchers
and intelligent page placement/movement techniques to even further improve system performance.

6.9 Sensitivity Study to Multiple Memory Components
Figure 17 compares Remote and DaeMon normalized to Local, when varying the number of memory
components and having a different network configuration for each memory component. Please also
see Figure 22 in Appendix § A. We evaluated distributing memory pages with either a round-robin
way or randomly across remote memory components, and draw the same key observation for both
distributions. When adding more memory components using the same network configuration with
that of when having one memory component (e.g., having 100 ns switch latency and 1/4 bandwidth
factor for each memory component), performance of both Remote and DaeMon improves over Local:
memory pages are distributed across multiple memory components and the system provides larger
aggregate network and memory bandwidth, thus data migrations incur smaller overheads. Finally,
DaeMon significantly outperforms Remote by 3.25× across all workload-architecture combinations,
and constitutes a scalable solution for large-scale disaggregated systems with multiple hardware
components and various architectures.

6.10 Sensitivity Study to Multiple Concurrent Workloads
Figure 18 shows DaeMon’s performance benefits when concurrently running multiple workloads
on a compute component with 4 OoO cores. The performance of each core is normalized to that of
the same core using Remote. The local memory hosts ∼15% and ∼9% of each application’s working
set, when running 2 and 4 workloads, respectively. DaeMon outperforms Remote by 1.96× across
all multiple-workload experiments, thus being highly efficient and performant when multiple
heterogeneous jobs concurrently run in the disaggregated system.
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6.11 Key Takeaways and Recommendations
This section summarizes our key takeaways and recommendations extracted from our evaluations.
Key Takeaway #1. There is no one-size-fits-all granularity in data movements: the best-performing
granularity at each time depends on the network/system load and the application data access patterns,
which can significantly vary across applications and within application during runtime. Figure 8
demonstrates that some applications significantly benefit from the prioritization of critical cache
line data movements (e.g., pr, nw), and some applications only benefit from page migrations that
leverage data locality (e.g., dr, rs). Figure 12 shows that some applications have highly compressible
data, and thus greatly benefit from compressed page granularity data movements. Finally, Figure 13
proves that the application behavior and network traffic can highly vary during runtime, and thus
the best-performing data movement granularity needs to adapt to the application characteristics
and network/system conditions. Therefore, we recommend that system and hardware designers of
disaggregated systems implement system-level solutions and hardware mechanisms that dynami-
cally change and adapt their configurations and selection methods to the availability of the system
resources and the runtime behavior of the heterogeneous applications.
Key Takeaway #2. Typical datacenter applications exhibit high data locality within memory pages
(e.g., 4KB). Figure 10 shows that Remote achieves high data locality, i.e., always has at least 90% hit
ratio in local memory, across a wide variety of datacenter workloads with diverse access patterns.
Therefore, migrating data at a large granularity, e.g., page granularity, is very effective and critical
to achieving high system performance in fully disaggregated systems. To this end, we suggest that
hardware and system designers of disaggregated systems retain coarse-grained data migration
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(i.e., page granularity data migration), since it both enables high performance and maintains low
metadata overheads for address translation in local memory and remote memory.
Key Takeaway #3. Aggressively prioritizing the cache line granularity data movements that are
on the critical path might hurt performance. Figure 11 shows that a high bandwidth partitioning
ratio, e.g., 50% or 80% bandwidth partitioning ratio, which significantly prioritizes the cache
line granularity data movements over the page granularity data movements, incurs significant
performance slowdowns in workloads with medium and high spatial locality. As a result, we suggest
that hardware and system designers of data movement solutions tailored for disaggregated systems
always ensure that page migrations are not aggressively stalled.
Key Takeaway #4. Distributed and disaggregated data movements solutions are highly effective and
efficient in fully disaggregated systems. disaggregated systems are distributed architectures and
comprise multiple hardware devices, each of them is independently and transparently managed
from other hardware components in the system. Our evaluations in Figures 17 and 22 show that
distributed and disaggregated solutions for data movement (i.e., DaeMon) better leverage the
available aggregate network and memory bandwidth in the system, and enable high scalability to
large-scale disaggregated systems with multiple hardware components. To this end, we recommend
that hardware architects design distributed hardware mechanisms for fully disaggregated systems.

7 Related Work
To our knowledge, this is first work to (i) analyze and alleviate the data movement problem in
fully disaggregated systems; (ii) enable prioritized and decoupled movement of data at multiple
granularities simultaneously to reduce access latencies; (iii) propose a dynamic selection granularity
mechanism with approximate bandwidth partitioning to effectively leverage both cache line and
page movement depending on application and network characteristics; and (iv) implement a
synergistic solution of link compression, bandwidth partitioning, and adaptive granularity selection
in data movements. We discuss prior work.
Disaggregated Systems. Several prior works [5, 6, 10, 14–16, 33, 35, 36, 38, 39, 47, 55, 58, 71, 75, 76,
79, 88, 100, 109–111, 113] propose OS modules, system-level solutions, programming frameworks,
software management systems, architectures and emulators for disaggregated systems. These
works do not tackle the data movement problem in disaggregated systems, and thus DaeMon is
orthogonal to these proposals. MIND [55] proposes memory sharing among compute components
by implementing coherence and address translation in network switches. Kona [16] is a software
runtime to track cache line granularity accesses to remote memory, and eliminate page faults by
decoupling the application memory access tracking from the virtual memory page size. However,
Kona and MIND do not mitigate data movement overheads in disaggregated systems, as data is
always moved at page granularity. Thus, DaeMon is largely orthogonal to these works and could be
used to further improve performance. Clio [38] proposes a disaggregated system that virtualizes
and manages remote memory at the hardware level (independently to compute components),
and eliminates expensive page faults in memory components. Clio accesses remote data at a byte
granularity via dedicated API, however not being transparent to programmers. As explained in
§ 2.2, moving data always at a small granularity can cause significant performance penalties in
many applications, and does not provide robustness against fluctuations in network characteristics.
Instead, DaeMon is software-transparent, robust and significantly alleviates data movement costs
via decoupled and selective data movement at multiple granularities. Lim et al. [57] propose a
disaggregated architecture and characterize moving data only at cache line or page granularity.
The authors show that the page-based configuration outperforms the cache line configuration at
most common patterns (as observed in § 2.2), however it does not address the high performance
penalties of page migrations. Maruf and Chowdhury [63] propose a page prefetching scheme for
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disaggregated systems, which however can only help applications with high locality within pages,
and does not capture the significant variability in data access costs of fully disaggregated systems.
DaeMon is orthogonal to page prefetchers and can work synergistically with them to even further
improve performance, as described in Section 4.7. We leave the experimentation of their synergy
for future work.
Hybrid Memory Systems. Numerous works for hybrid memory systems propose data placement
schemes [3, 19, 22, 28, 29, 32, 46, 48, 60, 83, 101], or selection methods [4, 26, 27, 44, 53, 54, 59,
65, 77, 90, 97, 104] to identify hot memory pages that are migrated to die-stacked DRAM, that is
organized as a cache of a larger main memory. Compared to these approaches, first, intelligent page
placement/movement is orthogonal to DaeMon, and cannot by itself address the high overheads
caused by remote page migrations across the network, that can be significantly slower than that
within the server and more latency/bandwidth-constrained in the context of fully disaggregated
systems. Second, these prior works assume a monolithic centralized system where TLBs/page tables
can be leveraged to track page hotness of remote pages (e.g., [4, 26, 27, 53, 59, 65, 104]) or that
memory allocation/placement is handled by the server itself (e.g., [3, 28, 29, 32, 46, 48, 56, 60, 83]).
However, in disaggregated systems, address translation and memory management are distributed
across memory components and cannot be used to track pages at the CPU server side, while compute
components and memory components are managed by independent kernel monitors that have no
visibility/control of other components or data management/placement across components. Similarly,
hardware-based approaches [44, 56, 77, 97] for hybrid systems add centralized hardware units at
the server side to store page tracking metadata for the second-tier main memory. For example,
Chop [44] adds 4MB of metadata to track 16GB of second-tier memory. These schemes would incur
significant area overheads (in the order of GBs) to track large amounts of remote memory (in the
order of TBs) enabled by disaggregated systems [88]. Requiring each compute component to track
a large number of pages enabled by multiple remote memory components would cause scalability
issues and significantly limit the benefits of resource disaggregation. Thus, designing an effective
scalable hot page selection scheme for fully disaggregated systems is an open challenge, andDaeMon
could work in conjunction with such schemes to further improve performance. Third, all these
prior works do not handle variability in data access costs of disaggregated systems. disaggregated
systems necessitate an adaptive mechanism given the significant variations in access latencies and
bandwidth. Fourth, applying/adapting the design of prior schemes tailored for tightly-integrated
hybrid systems in disaggregated systems might incur significantly higher overheads and require
important modifications than that described in the original papers.

A few recent works design hardware schemes for commodity servers to enable moving data only
at cache line granularity [23, 61, 62, 98] or a larger sub-block granularity (a few cache lines) [43, 84].
Ekman et al. [30] evaluate a critical-block first approach, where each 8KB page is split in blocks of
2KB data, and the requested (critical) 2KB block of data is transferred first, and written in DRAM
cache. As we show in § 2.2, moving data at a single granularity (page or cache line) can incur
high performance costs and does not provide robustness towards significant variations in network
bandwidth and latencies.
Hardware Compression. Prior works propose compression schemes [1, 8, 12, 21, 24, 31, 49, 51,
69, 70, 72–74, 78, 87, 92, 93, 102, 105, 106, 108] for cache memory, main memory and memory
bus links in CPUs/GPUs [66, 86, 91, 99], and selection methods to dynamically enable/disable
compression [7, 9, 96], or find the best-performing compression scheme [11, 50]. These works
integrate ratio-optimized or latency-optimized compression schemes depending on the particular
context and system’s characteristics they target. Our work enables link compression in page
movements synergistically with decoupled multiple granularity data movement, which allows us to
tolerate the high compression latencies of ratio-optimized compression schemes such as LZ [112].
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8 Conclusion
DaeMon is the first adaptive data movement solution for fully disaggregated systems. DaeMon
supports low-cost page migration, scales elastically to multiple hardware components, enables
software transparency, and provides robustness across various architecture/network characteristics
and the application behavior by effectively monitoring pending cache line and page movements.
Our evaluations using a state-of-the-art simulator show that DaeMon significantly improves system
performance and data access costs for a wide range of applications under various architecture
and network configurations, and when multiple jobs are simultaneously running in the system.
We conclude that DaeMon is an efficient, scalable and robust solution to alleviate data movement
overheads in disaggregated systems, and hope that this work encourages further studies of the data
movement problem in disaggregated systems.
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APPENDIX
A Extended Results
A.1 Network Bandwidth Utilization
Figure 19 compares the bandwidth utilization across the network of a compute component and a
memory component achieved by various data movement schemes.
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Fig. 19. Bandwidth utilization (%) across the network of a compute component and a memory component
achieved by various data movement schemes.

We make three key observations. First, LC typically reduces the network bandwidth utilization
over Remote (by 2.49× on average across all workloads and network configurations), because fewer
bytes are transferred through the network, since remote pages are migrated in a compressed format.
Note that LC improves the total execution time over Remote, and thus in a few workloads, e.g., pr,
the network bandwidth utilization might be higher within a smaller execution time. Second, PQ
decreases the network bandwidth utilization over Remote in workloads with poor spatial locality
within pages (e.g., nw), since the selection granularity unit effectively schedules more cache line
movements and fewer page migrations. Instead, PQ might slightly increase the network bandwidth
utilization over Remote in workloads with medium spatial locality within pages (e.g., bf, bc), since
the selection granularity unit enables both cache line and pagemigrations to leverage both the ability
to prioritize critical cache line requests and the benefits of data locality within pages. In workloads
with high spatial locality within pages (e.g., dr, rs), PQ favors more page migrations and fewer cache
line movements, thus achieving similar network bandwidth utilization to Remote. Third, DaeMon
greatly decreases the network bandwidth utilization over Remote by 2.32× on average across all
workloads and network configurations (not graphed). DaeMon effectively transfers remote pages
in a compressed format and on-the-fly selects the granularity of data migrations to significantly
reduce the bandwidth consumption across the network of fully disaggregated systems.
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A.2 Sensitivity Study to Switch Latency
Figure 20 compares DaeMon’s performance over Remote’s performance averaged across all work-
loads, when varying the switch latency of the network. When the fixed switch latency becomes
very high dominating the total data movement costs, DaeMon has lower benefits over Remote, since
DaeMon does not hide the propagation and switching delays in network components (e.g., fixed
processing costs of the packet inside network switches). However, even with a very high switch
latency in the order of microsecond, i.e., 1`s (=1000 ns), DaeMon outperforms Remote by 1.49× on
average across all workloads.
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Fig. 20. Performance benefits of DaeMon over Remote, when varying the switch latency of the network.

A.3 Sensitivity Study to Network Bandwidth
To evaluate bandwidth-limited scenarios, Figure 21 compares DaeMon’s performance normalized
to Remote’s performance in multithreaded workloads running on 8 OoO cores of a compute
component, when varying the bandwidth factor of the network, e.g., up to having a very low
bandwidth factor of 1/16 (i.e., network bandwidth is 16× slower than the DRAM bus bandwidth)
between a compute component and memory component. We find that on average DaeMon’s benefits
increase over the widely-adopted approach of moving data at page granularity, i.e., Remote, since
DaeMon even more significantly alleviates bandwidth bottlenecks and data movement overheads
under bandwidth-constrained scenarios.
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Fig. 21. Performance benefits of DaeMon normalized to Remote using multithreaded workloads, when varying
the bandwidth factor of the network between a compute component and memory component.

A.4 Performance Benefits With Multiple Memory Components
Figure 22 evaluates the performance of DaeMon normalized to Remote’s performance, when
increasing the number of memory components in the system having the same network configuration
for each memory component, i.e., 100 ns switch latency and a bandwidth factor of 1/4. We evaluated
distributing memory pages with either a round-robin way or randomly across multiple remote
memory components, and drew the same key observations for both distributions. Similarly to
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Figure 17, we observe that when pages are distributed across multiple memory components and
the system provides larger aggregate network and memory bandwidth, data access costs decrease.
For example, when increasing the number of memory components from 2 to 4, the remote data
access latency decreases by 1.39× on average across all workloads. However, even when data access
costs affect less the total execution time of applications, DaeMon still further mitigates data access
overheads: DaeMon outperforms the widely-adopted Remote approach by 2.09× and 1.88× on
average across all workloads, when using 2 and 4 memory components, respectively.
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Fig. 22. Performance benefits of DaeMon normalized to Remote, when increasing the number of memory
components having 100 ns switch latency and a bandwidth factor of 1/4 for each memory component.
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